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Inequalities in illness, service provision, and outcomes are well documented in the Nordic universal welfare state. The ways in which inequalities are produced during illness recovery trajectories remain largely unknown. Brain injury rehabilitation of young adults (age 15-30) acquiring a severe brain injury provides a window into veiled aspects of inequality and the underlying mechanisms. These trajectories involve multifaceted and long-term rehabilitation accommodated by various specialized rehabilitation services provided by different welfare state institutions across sectors and legislative regulations. The age-illness combination constitute a particular vulnerability, as their transitional stage of life raises issues related to education, employment, family, and social life.

A longitudinal case study was designed following ten young injured adults and their families from before discharge at a highly specialised rehabilitation hospital to 1½ years after discharge. A multiple case study was designed containing professional records, observations, interviews, focus-group interviews and surveys and included three different perspectives, namely those of the professionals, the closest relatives and the young adult. An overall Bourdieuan theoretical framework provided analytical possibilities to help explain practices, logics, and power relations when analysing the data material and constructing rehabilitation trajectories. This was supplied with a theoretical framework concerning friendship, and social network analysis (SNA) methodology to capture, visualise and analyse the young adults’ significant social relations.

The overall research question of the study which will be answered at the PhD defense is: How is inequality (re)produced in the rehabilitation trajectories of families with a young adult who has acquired a severe brain injury?